
Do you ever build sandcastles or balance rocks on top of each other? What about using sticks to draw in 

the mud? Artists can take inspiration from the natural world or make art from natural materials.

Artworks range widely in medium and theme— from paintings to ceramics to found object sculptures, 

artists use the broad theme of nature to express their individual views. While nature has always been a 

theme in art, it became the central focus in the Earthworks movement beginning in the 1970s. 

Earthworks range from subtle, short-term interventions in the landscape to large-scale, long-lasting, 

sculptural alterations made with earth-moving machinery like bulldozers and excavators. Some artists 

even bring land into the gallery space, creating installations out of dirt, sand, and other materials from 

nature. Let’s investigate our galleries and discover nature in art.  

GALLERY: CHINESE ART 

Guai Shi (Strange Stone)   

China, late Ming-early Qing dynasty, c. 17th century  

Limestone with huanghuali wood stand

Take a moment to observe this form and its texture. Is it a sculpture? A chunk of 

rock? A magical stone with secret powers? What is it doing in an art museum? Some 

believe that the greatest art is to be found in nature itself. Known as a guai shi, or 

strange stone, this limestone form was prepared and mounted for presentation 

during the 17th century in China. Stones like these were cherished as a source 

of inspiration for scholars and artists. Guai shi were often placed in prominent 

positions in gardens as well as inside homes and scholars’ studios. It was believed 

that they preserved the movement of natural energy (qi) and by extension 

embodied the natural energy of the places from which they were gathered. What do 

you see when you look at this guai shi? Can you think of anything special that you’ve 

picked up while out and about in nature? A shell? A bird’s feather? Sketch it below! 
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GALLERY: IMPRESSIONIST & 

POST-IMPRESSIONIST ART 

Claude Monet (French, 1840–1926) 

Water Lilies, 1917–1919 

Oil on canvas

Is a garden a work of art? Painter Claude Monet spent years developing a garden around his home in rural France. To help 

him create the cherished grounds of Giverny, now a popular tourist destination, he studied magazines and consulted with 

specialists. Monet oft en painted outdoors (also known as en plein air) so that he could observe and record the eff ects of 

light, atmosphere, and weather on his subjects.  

This painting focuses on Giverny’s water garden, its lily pads, and refl ections of sky and nearby plants. How do you 

feel when you look at this painting? Can you tell where the water ends and the sky begins? Where are the lily pads?  

Design your own garden below. Would you have pathways or an open fi eld? Write what colors you would like to see

 in your garden. Would certain colors be next to one another?

KĪNA‘U COURTYARD ( MAUKA WALL )

Peter Voulkos (American, 1924-2002) 

Untitled Vase, 1963  

Hand-built, altered and glazed stoneware

Have you ever played in the mud? Are there certain kinds of mud that hold their shape 

more than others? This vase is made from clay, which is fi ne-grained natural soil that has 

specifi c minerals in it that make it great for creating forms. For thousands of years, people 

have taken clay from the ground, shaped it for various purposes, and heated it to make 

it more durable and able to hold liquid. To make this piece, artist, Peter Voulkos, used a 

type of clay that can be heated to over 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit! (For comparison, our 

average temperature here in Honolulu is only around 80 degrees Fahrenheit). Voulkos 

added splashes of color to decorate the form. Would you add anything to his design?

BONUS 
S EARCH

Google these artists and 
works to see examples of 
large-scale earthworks!

•  Maya Lin

Storm King Wave� eld, 

 2007–2008

• Robert Smithson

 Spiral Jetty, 1970

• Walter De Maria

The New York 

 Earth Room, 1977


